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By Derek Moore REPRINTED WITH PERMISION FROM THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
Summerfield was featured in the Press Democrat’s ‘Giving’
section last month highlighting land stewardship, sustainability,
environmental responsibility, and other lessons learned at Summerfield, and how those
lessons spurred some of our alumni to follow their passions and use their many talents to
further these values. Here is the article reprinted for those who may have not seen it.
While attending Summerfield Waldorf
School and Farm, west of Santa Rosa,
Cameron Nielsen was stunned when a
honeybee colony he painstakingly nurtured
for his senior project suddenly and
inexplicably collapsed.
For more than a year, Nielsen had visited
the colony almost daily to check on the
bees. But one fall morning, he found the
hive empty, save for a few corpses. “Being a
first-time beekeeper, I was sensitive to the
fact that this was something I did wrong,”
he said. “But I did some research, and
discovered honeybees are dying in large
numbers.”
The awareness had a profound effect on
him. After graduating from Summerfield,
Nielsen enrolled in a small college in
Canada and filmed several documentaries
about the plight of honeybees, including
one that earned best documentary at the
Sonoma International Film Festival. Now
26 and attending UC Berkeley’s Graduate
School of Journalism, Nielsen credits his
time at Summerfield—and, in particular,
his capstone project with the honeybee
colony—for inspiring him to pursue a
career as an artist and environmental
advocate. “The teachers there have this

sensitive ability to bring out the things you
love, and it’s very rooted in environmental
issues because of being on a farm,” he said.
Several current and former Summerfield
students credited the school’s teachers
and unique curriculum for helping them
discover their individual passions and, in
some cases, their life’s work.
THE WALDORF PHILOSOPHY
For nearly 50 years, the private, nonprofit
school has offered families an alternative
to public education and textbook-based
learning and tests.
At Summerfield, students are given a wide
range to explore their internal and external
worlds in accordance with the century-old
Waldorf philosophy, which fosters a child’s
innate interests
and abilities.
The Waldorf
program was
created after
World War I by
Austrian-born
philosopher
Rudolf Steiner
at the behest

Marketplace 10
Gallery 12
of a German factory owner who sought
alternative teaching for his employees’
children in a world riddled with conflict
and rigid orthodoxy.
Steiner introduced the concept of
“anthroposophy,” which has been
described as “applying uniquely human
abilities to develop clear thinking and a
truthful perception of the world.”
The model emphasizes the whole child
through low-tech exploration of academics,
the arts and nature. Summerfield’s rural
Willowside Road setting is particularly
well-suited to the latter. Founded in
1974, the school, which has been at its
current location since 1980, is bordered by

orchards, vineyards and
dairies. Officials say it is
the only California school
that integrates a working
biodynamic farm into the
curriculum.

handful of teenage girls to
transplant asparagus in
the school’s permaculture
garden.
“You know these roots
want to be comfortable,”
Sands said, as she and the
girls used hand trowels to
remove weeds and loosen
up soil in a planter box.
“They don’t want to be
scrunched up. Give them
space.”

Students get hands-on
gardening and farming
experience while growing
food for campus meals.
This past fall, the bounty
included more than 3,000
pounds of potatoes, 700
pounds of tomatoes and
two tons of butternut
squash.
Students also produce
nontoxic dyes for yarn from indigo,
madder, marigolds and other flowers and
plants. The wool is sourced from the farm’s
goats and sheep. The 38-acre Summerfield
campus is in a trust that requires the
school to protect and nurture the land and
wildlife in perpetuity.
INSPIRATION STARTS AT SCHOOL,
CONTINUES ON
Annual tuition ranges from nearly $7,000
for pre-school to nearly $24,000 for upper
grades. Current enrollment is 270, down
from pre-pandemic levels of about 350.
About 40% of students receive tuition
assistance, according to school officials.
To graduate, Summerfield’s seniors have
to provide 20 hours of community service
and, according to school data, 83% of
Summerfield students who have graduated
in the past five years were admitted
directly into four-year colleges.
Nielsen credits his “outside the box”
Waldorf experience for nurturing his
inquisitive mind. For his latest film project,
he is planning to travel to Baja California
to document
scientists who
are studying
migration
patterns of
gray whales.
There are
obvious
differences
from Nielsen’s
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work with some of the largest mammals on
Earth and tiny buzzing bees. Nevertheless,
he sees a common story arc connecting
the two: namely, the decline of animal
and insect populations worldwide and the
urgent effort to identify the reasons why.
Nielsen, whose film work is available on
his website, said Summerfield had a “huge
impact on the way I want to see the world.”
Whales also feature prominently in
research conducted by Dawn Barlow, a
28-year-old Summerfield graduate who
is finishing her doctoral degree in wildlife
science at Oregon State University.
Barlow, who grew up in west Sonoma
County and started attending Summerfield
as an infant, recalled going on field trips to
Bodega Head when she was older and an
internship to collect and study krill, which
are a main source of food for whales. For
her doctoral thesis, Barlow traveled to New
Zealand with scientists who are studying
the impacts of industrial activities on blue
whales, such as oil exploration.
“Summerfield teaches students to wonder
about the world, and when you wonder
about something and learn about it, you
care about it,” Barlow said. “And when you
care about something, that’s when you are
moved to protect it, or better understand it.”
TAKING CARE OF THE ENVIRONMENT,
COMMUNITY
At the Summerfield campus on a recent
winter afternoon, longtime gardening
teacher Ronni Sands worked alongside a

Nearby, 15-year-old
Isadora Page pruned
a goumi berry bush.
The ninth-grader
recently authored an article in the
school’s newsletter on the importance
of composting. In it, she debunked the
commonly-held belief that organic waste
degrades in landfills (it does not), tied
composting to being a good community
member and noted her family raises
chickens—“squawking beauties,” as she
referred to them.
“I’m interested in our environment and
helping our community be more aware of
what they can do to benefit that,” Page said
with pruning shears in her hands.
Sands, who is celebrating 30 years of
teaching and co-authored the book
Growing Sustainable Children: A Garden
Teacher’s Guide, said gardening, farming
and similar outdoor pursuits offer students
a path out of what she refers to as our
modern-day “environmental crisis.”
“Our greatest hope is that our students
become servants of the world, and that
they see something that aligns with who
they are and what their skills and talents
are,” she said.
For Nielsen, the path is clearly marked
by finishing the master’s program at Cal,
making more films and bringing more
awareness of environmental causes.
“I feel like that love of the natural world
has sent me down this path through
storytelling,” he said.

First Grade Readiness
how waldorf honors the step from young child into childhood
By Adriana Livingston, Red Rose Kindergarten Co-Teacher
First Grade Readiness is the process of observation of the children
who are approaching the transition from Kindergarten into the
Lower School—into First Grade. There are many changes that occur
in the child that present themselves if one is observant and sensitive
to the signs.
When human beings are born, the needs of the infant must be met
by those around them. The infant is helpless on its own; humans
take time to develop outside of the womb. The process of learning
to walk, talk, and think unfolds in the first years of life. The child
follows a natural development and each in their own way—nourished
by those around them.
By the time the child reaches an age where they can attend school on
their own, they have managed to bring themselves upright and walk
with two feet on the ground; speak and understand the language of
others; and put their world together with a budding understanding
of their immediate surroundings and the people close to them. These
actions are no easy feat.
Then within these three human
traits (walking, talking and
thinking), there is the body—a
home for the human. The
human body is complex and is
sensitive to all the world around
it. It interacts with and is part
of the world through our senses
(sight, smell, taste, hearing,
touch, movement, balance, warmth, speech, thought, wellness, and
consciousness). Integrating our senses and finding an equilibrium
within them is a task the human being works on throughout its life.
Within the early years of life, the body also is continuously developing.
The inner organs grow and mature. The body is busily at work forming
and shaping these organs to reflect the outer world, and to function as
a growing human, moving into youth and adulthood. The proportions
of the young child are also always changing. The size of the head in
relation to the limbs and torso is constantly shifting in ratio. The arms
and legs lengthen and allow for swifter movements like running and
skipping and more refined precision to catch and kick with accuracy.
And something else emerges during this stage:
the dominance of one side of the body over the
other. This is when the body organizes itself
into right- or left-sidedness—which hand will
write, which foot will lead? For some children
it is automatic and the brain and body uses one
side, and for others it fluctuates and crosses
hand, foot, eye and ear.
Then there is the social development of the
young child. The ability to navigate from

independent play
to parallel play
alongside others to
full social play with
conflict resolution
and self control is a myriad of steps. The emotions play a large role
in how a child navigates their social interactions, and every child is
different in their emotional control. Emotional melt-downs become
less frequent as the child begins to move into deeper emotions and
into thinking. Socially, the child begins to form stronger friendships
than before. The child feels loyalty for friends and often expresses
the desire to be with them.
In the realm of imagination, which is different from fantasy, the child
begins to create pictures and storylines within. Imagination is born
when a child does not need physical objects to see the play in their
minds; fantasy play requires props. The child whose imagination is
active is happy just to sit and play with visions in their heads. Stories
live in the child in a different way as imagination unfolds. The path the
characters take in the story can now become vivid in the mind’s eye.
With imagination comes the strength in memory. It is not just
memory triggered by something outside the body as in the younger
years but by the internal thoughts and imagination that now hold
memory. This ability to remember and recall is an important part of
academic learning and necessary for the budding student.
As the child leaves the world of fantasy and enters the world of
imagination, she or he also leaves the world of imitation and enters
the world of authority. The child looks to the adult for direction and
as one who “knows”. This developmental change is an important
step from early childhood education into grade school.
The child also changes their outlook on the world. The outer activity
of play holds them differently and the idea of boredom creeps in.
The older kindergarten child may not be held by the same robust
play of earlier years and, instead of going through the motions and
actions of play, will talk through and about their play with friends.
The world around them catches their attention differently. There
is a more nuanced self relation to the world outside and their inner
playscape. We see an enthusiasm and enjoyment of life that wasn’t
there before in the same way, an interest in
the world around them and a curiosity for
more knowledge.
All of these subtle and bold changes in a child,
not just their age, gives us insight into who the
child is becoming and how they will be met
by the clear change from kindergarten to the
grades. If we can be observant and listen, we
can be guided by what we see and experience
of the child who is ready for first grade.
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Why Do Plays?

FROM THE ARCHIVE

on the value of working with children through theater
Excerpts from an interview with Liz Turkel Vose, now a Class Four and Kindergarten Parent
Theater is an integral part of Waldorf education, and it is a tradition that teachers work with their
students to put on a class play every year. As we head into a busy ‘play season’ in our own school year,
we’re delighted to reprint this piece by teaching artist Liz Turkel Vose, which arose from a conversation
with fellow Summerfield parent Simon Turkalj. [THIS ARTICLE FIRST APPEARED IN THE MARCH 2019 MESSENGER EDITION]
fiddler on the roof, eighth grade, 2018

In making theater we are involved in the act of creating a living
piece of art with other people. At the heart of this concept is
the practice of working as an ensemble. There are many skills
that need to be developed and utilized in order for a group of
individuals to achieve this kind of collaborative task. When we
begin working on a play, we may do many exercises to creatively
explore questions such as “How do I awaken my senses to and
find my place within this larger whole of which I am a part? How
do I tend to the living organism of the ensemble? How does our
group, through this process, become a whole that is greater than
the sum of its parts with its own unique energy and creative
direction?”
Every little thing can play into this exploration, from the simplest
name game to the silliest improvised scene to how we hold
ourselves backstage to the final performance itself. Through all of
this, we must be awake and listening and responding authentically
and appropriately to what is happening around and within us in
the moment. All of this builds the strength and flexibility required
of the individuals as well as the ensemble itself. Meanwhile, there
is a certain magical alchemy that happens through this ensouling
process when the ensemble really starts to become a cohesive
being. There is a fluid, generous, vibrant, collective energy that is
born that, in my experience, can meet the demands of the artistic
work at hand joyously, creatively and even efficiently.

This kind of safety is critical for generating the cohesiveness of
trust essential to the ensemble process but can also be deeply
therapeutic for the emerging souls of these young individuals.
I also believe that having the opportunity to experiment with
different pieces of oneself and letting the various archetypes
of humanity pulse through one’s being in a very active way
nourishes well-being and wholeness. When students can inhabit
different personalities and big emotions in a safe container,
perhaps they will be less likely to express those feelings and
actions later on in a way that may not be safe or culturally
appropriate. At the same time, so many positive qualities of
being a fully upright citizen are developed through working
in a collaborative artistic way: teamwork, leadership, focus,
compromise, commitment, punctuality, presence, stamina, and
respect just to name a few. Many adults who grew up doing
theater may not be involved in the arts as adults, but view their
dramatic childhood experiences as foundational to their healthy
development. That’s where, in many ways, they learned the most
about how to be compassionate, awake, tuned-in, receptive,
engaged human beings in the world.
Then there is the question of the value and importance of
performance itself. With educational theater, the director is
always balancing on a kind of a tightrope. On one hand, the most
important thing is the process that the ensemble goes through
and the learning that happens along the way. On the other hand,
there’s the fact that we are also striving to collaboratively create
something of artistic value for our audience. We want to offer
up something that we can feel good about, that is contributing
artistically to our world. The teacher/director must hold both of
these points of view as guiding principles.

There is so much learning that happens through these ensemblebased processes, especially with children. Young people are
constantly faced with internal questions like “How do I fit in?
Where do I belong? How do I navigate my place in this world
amongst a sea of other beings?” Learning to find one’s place in
the fold of an ensemble is an active process of exploring these
questions—the rehearsal space a microcosm of the larger world
Meanwhile, there is another form of magical alchemy that occurs
of their experience. All the while, they are learning life skills in
when an audience enters the mix. Ultimately live theater is about
a space that’s very safe. Knowing that one can take big risks and
performing in front of an audience and there is a different energy
not face the possibility of being ostracized
romeo & juliet, eighth grade, 2016
that comes into play when the audience is
is a huge thing, especially for young people
there. The energy exchange that happens
navigating their place in the world. To
between actors and audience is much like
that end, a central task of the director is
the lemniscate of form drawing or the
to foster an environment where everyone
infinity symbol. The performers receive
feels safe—where the students can be
energy from the presence of an audience
really goofy and pushed to an edge but
that they transmit back to the audience
where everyone knows they are held in a
through their performance in a way that
solid container. Nobody is going to fall off
they never could in rehearsals alone. The
the edge or get abandoned in the process.
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OUR SUMMER CAMPS ARE BACK!

fiddler on the roof, eighth grade, 2018

audience receives the energy of the performance and gives it
back through their reactions and responses, and back and forth,
back and forth. Ideally this energy builds and builds and creates
the uniqueness that is this particular living piece of art in this
particular moment.
Lastly, there is one more
thing about the importance of
performance, and I believe it
is quite unique to theater and
performance-based art forms.
I feel it is important that
the children can experience
putting great effort towards
something—towards this
one magical moment in
romeo & juliet, eighth grade, 2016
time and space that is their
performance—and then to experience the act of letting it go.
After the play is done it is gone, living on only in our hearts and
minds. So how can I completely devote myself to something of
beauty, goodness and truth, of meaning and power, and then let
it go with openness and grace? This is an incredible life process to
experience, at any age, and from which to learn and to grow.
Summerfield parent Liz Turkel Vose is a teaching artist with over 20 years
of experience working with children and adults in the performing and
transformative arts. She has served on the faculty of several arts education
organizations including the International School of Storytelling at Emerson
College in the UK and Stages of Learning/Chekhov Theater Ensemble in New
York City. Liz is a core faculty member at the Bay Area Center for Waldorf
Teacher Training, where she teaches Biography, Storytelling, and Drama
as well as co-carries the Foundation Studies program. She is delighted to be
working with the Summerfield seniors on their Twelfth Grade play this Spring.

Upcoming Class Plays
• G6 Play Performance for Parents: Matilda Bone
Thursday, April 7, 5pm, Circus Tent
• G8 Play Performance for Parents: But A Beginning
Thursday, April 7, 6:30pm, Sophia Hall

Run Away and Join the Circus...
This Summer!
Circus Waldissima is excited to announce that we will be offering
summer camp this year from June 13–July 1. Dust off your juggling
balls, shake out your leotards and get ready for three weeks of
acrobatic fun! For children ages 6–8, we offer three one-week
sessions to choose from—or attend all three! We meet from
8:30am to 1pm daily and the cost is $315 per week.
For youth ages 9–14, we offer a two-week long session from June
20-July 1. We meet from 8:30am to 1pm daily and the cost is $630.
All skill levels are welcome. Our days will be filled with learning
new skills in circus arts, including clowning, juggling, tightrope,
trapeze, aerial silks, and acrobatics, to name a few. We will then
bring it all together at the end of each week in a wonderful free
performance for friends and relatives to enjoy.
Aftercare available from 1–3:30pm at $20 per day with advanced
sign up. This is the 24th year of Circus Camp, led by experienced
circus arts instructor, Rose MacDonald and her talented team of
circus instructors!
Register at: summerfieldwaldorf.org/curriculum/summer-camps/

Farm Camp Returns to Summerfield
Farm Camp at
Summerfield
Waldorf School
and Farm is an
opportunity for
children to connect
with the natural
world while living
into the rhythms and experience of a working farm. The day is
designed to inspire a connection with and love of nature and
the outdoors. Activities include gathering eggs, planting in the
garden, picking berries and vegetables, cooking delicious organic
snacks, crafts, games, songs and stories. Our 4-5 year old program
will take place in our Early Childhood Village, with daily trips to
the Farm and Permaculture Garden. Our 6 –10 year old program
will take place on our Farm.

• G4 Play Performance for Parents: Skunk Unleashes
the Night — date tba

We will offer four one-week sessions of Farm Camp starting June
13 and running through July 8. We meet Monday through Friday
from 8:30am to 1pm (including the 4th of July). You may enroll
your child in one session or up to all four sessions! Cost is $315 per
week. Please pack a lunch—an organic morning snack is provided.

• G12 Play Performance: The Curious Savage by John
Patrick — date tba

Register at: summerfieldwaldorf.org/curriculum/summer-camps.
Questions, contact Acacia Brisbois: acacia@summerfieldwaldorf.org.
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The Art of Awakening Individuality:
Why We Do What We Do
By Farmer Dan
In last month’s conference week, Farmer Dan attended the Northern California Waldorf Teacher’s Conference led by esteemed Waldorf
educator Michael Howard. He shares his notes and thoughts arising from an illuminating and inspiring week.
“Every human being is
a teacher, but she or he
is sleeping and must be
awakened, and Art is the
awakener…” wrote Rudolf
Steiner in his lecture The
Younger Generation,
and shortly before his
death he pointed out
that “for the future of the
new (Waldorf) school
movement, it would be of
great importance to turn
the rudder 180 degrees in
the direction of the artistic
and practical.”
With these quotes in
mind, Michael Howard began his recent conference presentation
with his own words, that “Artistic feeling is the capacity to set
aside one’s personal feelings of like/dislike in order to feel—and,
in that sense, experientially know—the non-physical qualities
inherent to all realms of existence: the inanimate, the animate,
the ensouled and the spiritual. Human beings cannot be healthy
unless they are whole. For our children to be whole, we must be
able to help them develop their will and feeling with as much
insight and intentionality as we bring already to the development
of their intellect. Inherent within our feeling nature lies the golden
potential to mediate and thereby harmonize our thinking and our
will.”
Will is often equated with action, with moving our limbs, but
Howard explains that will is more than exercising our limbs
but rather, “Will belongs to the inner activity behind the outer
activity. Will is the inner force behind the outer force of our limbs.”
Learning to perceive the will, he suggests, helps us to educate the
will. Whenever we learn a new capacity like riding a bike, changing
a habit, transforming impatience into patience, we are challenged
to make an inner effort. When we observe this inner effort, we
are no longer observing outer reality, but inner reality… and
how this inner force translates into outer deeds remains largely
unconscious, as how a thought or feeling moves the muscles of our
limbs is outside our waking consciousness. Wherever we perceive
our inner effort, we are observing our will. What do observations of
students in a class, say, doing pottery or woodworking or weaving
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or painting, reveal about the
will of our students and how
do the observations help guide
the teacher in developing his/
her will?
Howard asks, “Are exuberance
and energy expressions of
a strong and healthy will?
Are passivity and inhibition
signs of a weak will? Does
the capacity to create wellarticulated forms reflect a
strong will and a poor forming
capacity a weak will? … To all
this we must add the question
of the student’s inner effort. A
student could work with great
energy and produce a well-formed sculpture but have exercised
little inner effort. Another equally energetic student might not
produce as good a sculpture, but nonetheless gives her best effort.
In such a situation, the finished work of the two types of students
does not necessarily reflect the quality of their inner effort and thus
of their will. And what are we to make of the inhibited student who
produces formless sculptures? Surely, a lack of outer effort and
mastery of basic skills is a clear indicator of a weak will. And yet
it is possible that it is just the student who appears most blocked
and produces weak work that could be developing a stronger will.
Just because someone has more to overcome, they must exercise
more effort. That inner effort strengthens the will independent of
outer results. The timeframe and way that the will develops in each
person touches the deepest mysteries of human individuality. For
this reason, we must be cautious about judging inner effort and
strength of will based on outer appearance and results alone. We
may think we are able to assess when others are exerting inner
effort, and perhaps some of the time we can. But the more we
realize how little we consciously perceive our own will, the more
cautious and modest we might feel about our capacity to assess the
strength or weakness of another individual’s will. This recognition
of our own limitations to perceive will can serve as a positive
impetus for learning to perceive will directly and more vividly.”
In order to serve the developing will of our students, Howard
reminded us we have no better starting place than to observe will
more clearly than in ourselves. In his book Educating the Will,

he tells of once observing a group of kayakers paddling a rushing
stream. As the kayakers paddled down the stream, they “displayed
incredible mastery, going wherever and however they fancied.
There seemed to be no limit to what they could do, including
paddling directly upstream against the raging torrent.” He was
captivated as he watched some of them move slowly upstream—
10, 20, 30 feet. Incredibly, some could paddle as much as 100 feet
against the current but, sooner or later, even the strongest and
most skillful paddlers would run out of steam. Instantly they would
be swept back downstream by the relentless force of the current,
and that compelled him to compare the skill of the kayakers
with a good thinker who maneuvers confidently in the realm of
thought. “Just as there is downstream and upstream paddling,
we can speak of downstream and upstream thinking. A novice
thinker can be compared
to a novice kayaker who
splashes ineffectively and
consequently is soon overpowered by the force of the
stream. A logical thinker, by
comparison, exhibits great
mastery in moving freely
and effortlessly within the
stream of thought. However,
logical thinking is carried
by logical necessity. In this
sense, logical thinking is
downstream thinking. A
logical thinker can thus be
compared to a kayaker who
has mastered downstream
paddling… Only thinkers
who cultivate the inner will to build thought upon thought without
being swept along by random thoughts or automatic logic can be
compared to a kayaker who is able to paddle upstream. The ability
to develop even a simple train of thought without any compelling
factors, if only for a few moments, is to think upstream. Otherwise,
thinking streams through us from morning to night, largely beyond
our awareness and control. When we try to build our own train
of thought, we discover that we are inwardly quite feeble relative
to the strength of thought that otherwise flows through us. The
so-called freedom of thought we exercise in daily life is actually
the freedom of going with the stream of thinking. Thinking, as we
commonly know it, is unfree thinking, because we are compelled to
go with the stream that flits arbitrarily from one thought to another
or is bound by logical necessity. To resist the compelling force of
these forms of downstream thinking requires inner strength of will.
Free thinking is willed thinking.
He states, “Insofar as we are driven in our actions by need or
desire, we are unfree in our will. Our choices are most often always
with, rather than against, an unconscious and thus unfree stream
of will. Freedom of choice is not the same as freedom of will.
Insofar as will is an unconscious force sweeping us into action, we

are inherently unfree. We become free in our will only when we
take hold of our will through our thinking, raising unconscious to
conscious motives. To know our motivation for action is to counter
the unconscious and therefore unfree dimension of our will. We
may go where we will, say what we will, and do what we will but
outer freedom is not inner freedom. When compelled from within,
we are inwardly or spiritually unfree. Outer freedom belongs to
the dignity of every human being, but it is incomplete without the
complementary development of inner freedom. If we are inwardly
unfree when exercising outer freedom, our outer freedom is largely
an illusion that works against our well being… and while so much
has been achieved in the last centuries regarding outer freedom,
an equally great and arduous frontier lies before us to grasp the
nature and significance of inner freedom. All the efforts and
accomplishments to win
outer freedom will bear fruit
only to the degree that we
employ education and other
means for the development
of inner freedom. The
mysteries and challenges
posed by human will are at
the center of this, of needing
to deeply explore and find
answers to the questions:
What is free will? When are
we unfree in our will? How
do we develop free will? To
educate the will means to
develop free will.
As Howard elaborates, “It
is our individuality, our “I”, that can decide how to meet our outer
and inner limitations. “I” choose to resign myself passively to my
given constitution and personality, or to become inwardly active
in transforming my original limitations. All efforts to transform
and balance our given bodily and soul constitution, however
modest and slow, are deeds of our “I”, our individuality. In fact,
such inner striving is a prime way that our individuality develops.”
Hence, if our intention as parents and teachers is to develop the
whole human being, the whole child, then we must provide every
opportunity for children to develop their feeling and will, as well
as their thinking natures. He says, “Equally, we must attend to
the nurturing of their “I” as that which takes hold of their bodily
and soul constitutions. We must guide children to unfold their full
potentials, not only of their body and soul, but also of their spirit
individuality.
Howard summarizes the left hemisphere, the scientific capacities of
our brains, with first the perception to measure, count and weigh,
or the exacting quantitative sphere. In this sphere, thinking is done
critically, analytically, logically, mathematically. Feeling is censored
as inherently being subjective and working against objectivity. And
willing is engaged through mechanistic methods and processes—
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the thinking will. In the right hemisphere reside artistic capacities,
that are qualitative in nature. Here thinking engages dynamically,
intuitively, and synthetically, and subjective personal feeling is
transformed into objective artistic feeling in order to know nonphysical qualities and reality. Willing employs creative, living,
intuitive methods and processes—the feeling will. But for our
purposes it is not what each hemisphere does—they are both
involved in everything—but how it does it that matters. The right
hemisphere is concerned with the immediacy of lived experience…
whereas the left hemisphere is concerned with the representation
of experience. One
hemisphere is good
at utilizing the world,
the other better at
understanding it. Because
we only know things when
they are represented,
there is a tendency for
us to rely on the world
as it appears through
the left hemisphere, and
therefore to overlook the
primacy of experience,
and indeed to mistake the
secondary representation
of experience for the
experience itself. “What may be Goethe’s greatest discovery: how
to encounter what is active and living in nature by means of the
senses and their enhancement, instead of remaining in contact only
with what is already finished by relying on the intellectual mind”
was an example given as a new approach that provides a doorway
through which Goethe’s sensuous-intuitive way of science can be
introduced into the world today. The intensification and deepening
of sense perception in the arts goes hand in hand, as new ways arise
to assess the qualitative aspects of phenomena, just as we today
subject them to quantitative analysis.
“If we hope to eradicate racism, social injustice, political and
economic inequality, and save the earth from ecological collapse—
to name only the most obvious issues before us—then we need
to dedicate ourselves to understanding the full scope of human
capacities and how to develop them in every human being.
Education as we know it today focuses primarily on developing the
inner capacities of the scientist in each human being. Exploring
the need to develop the complementary capacities of the artist
in each human being” was key to Howard’s presentation, which
is enhanced by teachers who strive to address the deepening in
their work. It is this love for deepening our work that brings us to
ask: Why do we do what we do? Not just why do we do certain art
and handwork projects at certain ages, but why do we do them in
the way we do rather than in some other way? Once, Mr Howard
overheard some high school students talking about which of their
teachers was a real Waldorf teacher. It had little to do with being
personable or pedagogically correct, but with who was authentic
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in their striving to develop themselves. Rudolf Steiner wrote in
his lecture The Younger Generation that “We cannot drill others
into being teachers, because each one of us is already a teacher.
Every human being is a teacher, but he/she is sleeping and must
be awakened, and Art is the awakener.” Mr Howard embellishes
this reasoning: “Waldorf Education has nothing to do with any
particular outer technique, style, or appearance; if anything, it is
an inner method, a quality of inner activity. A Waldorf educator is
not dogmatic about what project they do with their students or the
way that it is done. A good teacher, Waldorf or otherwise, chooses a
project, and most importantly,
the way it is done, according to
the inner capacities it exercises
in their students. Take, for
example, the two ways of
going about carving a spoon
in Figures 7 and 8 alongside
each other. We will look at
two different ways to make
a wooden spoon to clarify
how different capacities are
developed through different
ways of working. In Figure 7,
we see a spoon being made
by drawing and cutting it out
before shaping and sanding.
In this case, we exercise what I call thinking-will. In Figure 8, we
see another way to make a spoon where the form is not fixed by
drawing and cutting but develops gradually through rasping and
carving so the shape evolves organically. Quite literally, we feel our
way along and, in so doing, we exercise and develop ‘artistic feeling’
and ‘feeling will.’ Two very different ways of perceiving, thinking,
feeling and doing, and there is no reason to suggest one way is
better or more Waldorf than another; simply our students need to
develop both thinking will and feeling will. They need to develop
the capacity to direct their hands with ordered, even mechanicallyprecise movement based on logical thinking. For this reason, we
will give them projects that exercise their thinking-will. However,
if we aspire to develop the whole human being and recognize that
at present we mostly exercise thinking-will, then we will give them
projects that exercise artistic feeling and feeling-will.
Yo-Yo Ma, the virtuoso cellist, gave an interview in 2014 in which
he said: “Because the world economy is so hyper-competitive, much
of the focus in education these days, from Singapore to Shanghai to
American schools, is on STEM—science, technology, engineering
and math. As important as that is, it is shortsighted. We need to add
the empathic reasoning of the arts to the mix— STEAM… empathic
thinking is something that is severely missing in education today…”
He is not simply promoting more art in education but is outlining
a new educational paradigm where the purpose of education is not
simply to teach the traditional spectrum of subject content as an
end to itself. Rather, it is through the way the various disciplines,
including art, are taught that we are able to develop the full

spectrum of human capacities in every individual—empathetic
thinking as much as logical thinking, for example. “Empathy is the
capacity to enter into the inner thoughts and feelings of another
person. Empathy is the fundamental social capacity without
which we cannot be social. It seems that some people are more
empathic than others. Can empathy be taught? Can every person’s
capacity for empathy be extended beyond what it is naturally? If
so, how” asks Mr Howard. He suggests, “As surely as we develop
logical thinking through mathematics, we cultivate artistic feeling
through painting when we learn to feel the warm/cold quality of
colors, or the expansion/contraction of forms through sculpture. In
cultivating artistic feeling, however, we are schooling empathy.”
Sometimes working with students in various artistic endeavors
and disciplines, I’ve heard “something lit up in me” from them
when they experience the living qualities of the various artistic
mediums. An inner knowing suddenly bubbles up and becomes
conscious, even if fleetingly. A Chinese proverb reminds the
teacher that: “When I hear, I forget. When I see, I remember.
When I do, I understand.” They might observe/murmur when
painting themselves, “a little too much blue, maybe I’ll bring in a
little yellow”. The seventh grader might realize, when hammering
copper over and over in the same spot, that the molecules compress
and their bowl becomes so brittle that they break through. A
crack forms and they have to start over, a material metaphor for
the emerging adolescent. Inner soul warmth often arrises from
satisfaction with an artistic experience that is not measurably
quantifiable but is rather immeasurably qualifiable. A student
might notice their classmate may not paint or draw or sculpt or knit
like they do and inwardly realize that others may not want to think/
do/or be like them necessarily, and that is OK. An inner warmth,
evolving capacities to live into poetry/speech/color/form (such as
when one enters into a color, or color comes alive in them) begin
to percolate as warmth, weight and light which are experienced
along with technique. Pigment is the vehicle and color the carrier
of feeling, both inseparable in the painting process as thinking and
feeling artistic experiences. “I’ve entered into the color and/or it
comes alive in me” is part of this dualistic learning process.
Instinct, impulse/drive, desire, motive, wish, intention and
resolve are the seven different forms of will that correspond with
the seven-fold human being that Rudolf Steiner elaborates on in
Lecture 4 of his book The Foundations of Human Experience.
Michael Howard’s focus in his work is on educating the will. It is a
broad and fascinating subject, and our three days of work together
with him were a rich beginning and continuation of how we can
best serve the students entrusted to our care as Waldorf Teachers.
Thanks for your interest as we continue our work together,
Warmly, Farmer Dan
(PS: I am only the messenger of some of Michael Howard’s
creative, insightful and helpful ideas, certainly not the originator,
so please understand that he deserves the credit for his wonderful
and palatable explanations distilled from many sources and years
of diligent work!)

Senior Project Presentations
You are invited to Summerfield’s High School Class of
2022 Senior Project Presentations! These presentations
focus on the seniors’ independent projects completed
over the course of their senior year and are a beautiful
way to witness the culmination of the arc of our
curriculum and student development.
Wednesday, March 23 & Friday, March 25 •
6:30-8:30pm • in Sophia Hall • Masks must be worn
(PRESENTATION SCHEDULE SUBJECT TO CHANGES)

Wednesday, March 23:
•

Balancing Courage: Wisdom through Conversation
– Zhumabek Leuzinger

•

What Can We Change While We Still Can:
Examining the Future of Climate Change – Ben Sarner

•

Writing The Ruby Crown – Fredi Mrazik

•

Classical Music Composition – Theo MacKinnon

•

Preserving History: Restoring a 1948 Tractor
– Dakota Freeman

•

Looking at Birds for a Long Time – Haotian Kong

•

My Relationship with God through Art – Angelina Rubio

Friday, March 25:
•

Creativity for Social Change – Farranika Barnum

•

Reflecting on Being Trans through Art – Oliver Smuck

•

Once Upon a Time: Recording Narrations
– Vivianne Dean

•

Piano? Music and I – Quince Wu

•

Language Acquisition: Reading the Mind
– Zoey Sugino

•

The Art of Flying: From Birds to Planes – Cruz Leras

If you have not yet done so, please RSVP by Tuesday
for the Wednesday event and by Thursday for the
Friday event, and indicate how many people you are
RSVPing for: https://forms.gle/ym15svCCto6sxwDz9
IF THE EVENT WILL BE HELD IN SOPHIA HALL, MASKS WILL BE REQUIRED.
IF MOVED TO THE CIRCUS TENT, MASKS WILL NOT BE REQUIRED.

Farm to Feast
Tickets are now on sale
for Farm to Feast 2022!
To purchase tickets,
please go to:
www.biddingforgood.
com/farmtofeast/
farmtofeast-16
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The Messenger Marketplace
Summerfield Waldorf School and Farm is not affiliated with, and does not endorse, any of the individual initiatives or services advertised
in this classified section. Advertisements are screened for appropriateness and made available to community members to use at their own discretion.

Housing Needed/Offered

Services Needed/Offered

Custom Country Home on Acreage in West Sebastopol

Need Some Extra Help?

Large 3 bedroom, 3.5 bath with alcove office/4th bdrm. Hardwood floors,
wood-burning fireplace, large porches, garage, beautiful area. Please no
smoking or pets. Credit check. $4,600 /m. Call Robert, 707-829-2347.

My name is Jessica Seevers and I am a Sebastopol based nanny, personal
assistant and organizer with 17 years of experience seeking occasional
side gigs. Please contact me for more information at (707) 953-3035 or
jessicaoseevers@gmail.com. Thank you!

Seeking Affordable Housing for Faculty Family
David French (4th grade teacher) and family are looking for affordable
housing. We are a family of 5, seeking a 3BR house—hopefully close to the
school. We have a friendly 10-yr-old dog as well. Please contact Caitlin at
707-889-2847 or scaitlinwallace@gmail.com with any ideas. Thank you!

String Instruments of All Kinds for Sale and Rent

Looking for Housing

Teens!!! Learn more about “Peer Mentoring”. Rick Concoff, Ma
707-477-9196. rickconcoff.com.

Summerfield alumni, Isaac Walker and his long-time girlfriend are looking
for housing in the Santa Rosa area. Isaac and his girlfriend are responsible
and caring people. They would like a 2 bedroom with a bit of a yard. Please
contact Mrs. Walker (7th grade teacher) at 707-236-2116 if you have
anything or know of any leads. Thanks so much.

Rick Concoff Violins serving Sonoma County and Summerfield for over 30
years. Call: 707-477-9196.
Parent, Child and Teen Life Coaching

Singing and Piano Instruction with Mary Beard
An experienced teacher, a Summerfield Waldorf School founding parent
and original creator of the school’s instrumental music program. My studio
is located in Santa Rosa. Please visit my website marybeardmusicstudio.
com or contact me at marymezzo@sonic.net or 707-546-8782.
Need a House Sitter over Spring Break?
I am available! Former alumna (Class of 2021) is available to love and care
for your pets, plants and garden. Many years of experience, references
available upon request. Please text Ella Buller at 707-861-2091.

“Discovering the Artist”
~ A Nurturing Art workshop

REALTOR

®

Rachel Moore
license #02039610

707•799•2923
rachel.moore@corcorangl.com

Dear Waldorf Parents,
Maybe you’ve wondered
about all the beautiful
artwork created by
your child. Here’s your
opportunity to experience
the magic of Waldorf
education and to learn
to draw and paint like a
child.
WORKSHOP DATES: 3
Sundays—March 27th,
April 24th, May 22nd
COST: Suggested fee of
$49 per session with all
materials provided ~
REGISTER:

NurturingArts.eventbrite.com
nurturingarts@sonic.net or 707-540-4254 ~
LOCATION: Summerfield Waldorf School and Farm

CONTACT:

707.695.7000
amee@vanguardsonoma.com
DRE #01418087

ABOUT THE INSTRUCTOR: Mary Bowen, M.Ed. is a
Waldorf arts educator and teacher. She leads courses
and workshops in Nurturing Arts for teachers and parents.
Her training in the Nurturing Arts took place in Berkeley,
Chartres and Ziest Holland. In her early teaching career,
Mary taught children in the Hawaiian public schools
for 14 years.
NOTE: THIS WORKSHOP IS AN INDEPENDENT EVENT
HOSTED ON THE CAMPUS OF SUMMERFIELD

HEALING MAMA V
PERSONAL CHEF
WEEKLY MEAL PREP
AVAILABLE FOR 1-3 NEW
CLIENTS

Healingmamav.com | 513.667.4893

(Re)Enrollment for the 2022-23
School Year is Underway!
If you have not already done so, please complete your
student’s re-enrollment for the 2022-23 school year
online now.
You must complete the re-enrollment process
by April 1 or a late fee of $150 per student will be
automatically applied to your contract.
The link to start the process is on the Parent Portal
(portals.veracross.com/swsf).
The $500 placeholder deposit (applied to your 2022-23
tuition) is due at the time of re-enrollment.
Also, if you intend to apply for Tuition Assistance, we
are currently accepting applications to be considered
for our second round of grants. Start the process on
the Parent Portal or our website:
summerfieldwaldorf.org/admissions/tuition-assistance.
Feel free to contact Andrea Trinei, Registrar, with
questions: registrar@summerfieldwaldorf.org.

Advertise in
The Messenger

WALDORF TUTOR

I’m a 2017 Summerfield graduate with
years of experience tutoring Waldorf
students from first grade through high
school levels. I specialize in reading
comprehension, writing skills, and
history. I help with main lesson book
content, essays, research reports, and
grammar basics. I also teach creative
writing, journalism, college application
essays, and SAT prep. Homeschool
curriculum available upon request.

Bronwyn Simmons
Email: bronwyns@sonic.net
Phone: (845) 517-7983
Rate: $45/hour
Available online or in-person.
Can meet outdoors.

Aftercare Assistants Needed
We are currently looking for individuals to work
in our after-school care program in the afternoon,
Monday through Friday. These positions are nonexempt and paid on an hourly basis, rate depending
on experience. Waldorf experience is preferred.
Please email your introduction, along with a resume,
to Michelle Bovard, Human Resources Coordinator
at michelle@summerfieldwaldorf.org. Please also
include two references (with phone numbers). Feel
free to contact Michelle Bovard should you have
specific questions about this position.

Summerfield Waldorf School & Farm’s Messenger newsletter is published once a month during the school year,
and has a distribution list of over 1,000 people! If you are interested in advertising in the Messenger, please visit
our website at summerfieldwaldorf.org/newsletter, or email messenger@summerfieldwaldorf.org for more information.

Messenger
655 Willowside Road
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
Editor/Designer:
Adam MacKinnon

visit us online at

www.summerfieldwaldorf.org

• GEOMETRIC DRAWINGS BY THE SIXTH GRADE •

ROWEN MEYERS

JAI TOLLON-EVERETT

LUCAS GIBBONS

KATY GRATTAN TEATER

MORGAN TEXEL

OVER THE PAST THREE WEEKS, THE SIXTH GRADERS HAVE BEEN CONSTRUCTING GEOMETRIC DRAWINGS USING COMPASS AND STRAIGHTEDGE.
THIS GALLERY SHOWS THE INCREASING COMPLEXITY OF THE DRAWINGS EACH STUDENT CREATES, STARTING WITH A SIX-DIVISION,
AND INCREASING TO 12, 24 AND EVEN 36 DIVISION OF THE CIRCLE! THE CONSTRUCTIONS REQUIRE PRECISION AND ATTENTION TO DETAIL,
AND THEN THE STUDENTS CAN CREATE A THREE-DIMENSIONAL EFFECT BY SHADING IN COLORED PENCIL. ~ KIBBY MACKINNON, SIXTH GRADE TEACHER

SLOANE OVERBY

IZIK MARROQUIN

INDIE BLUE WOODS

JUDAH OBOKECH

FÄEWYN WHEALDON

(FAR LEFT & LEFT) ROTATION OF CIRCLES-24 DIVISION-3” & 1” RADIUS; (CENTER) EQUIANGULAR SPIRAL-16 DIVISION; (RIGHT & FAR RIGHT) ROTATION OF CIRCLES-24 DIVISION-1” & 3” RADIUS

JAMES DI BARTOLO

IYLA OHLSEN

DAPHNE GOWER

FYNN MCBRATNEY

LIAM GANNON

(FAR LEFT & FAR RIGHT) EQUIANGULAR SPIRAL-16 DIVISION; (LEFT & RIGHT) HEXAGON AND TRIANGLES: (CENTER) ROTATION OF CIRCLES-36 DIVISION

(FAR LEFT & LEFT) ROTATION OF CIRCLES-24 DIVISION-2” & 1” RADIUS; (CENTER) HEXAGON AND TRIANGLES; (RIGHT & FAR RIGHT) ROTATION OF CIRCLES-24 DIVISION-2” RADIUS

